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Item 7.01 Regulation FD Disclosure
 
On October 22, 2020, Legacy Acquisition Corp., a Delaware limited liability company (“Legacy” or the “Company”) participated in a webinar (the “Webinar”) hosted by
SPACInsider and ICR Inc. in connection with the previously announced business combination (the “Business Combination”) of Legacy with Onyx Enterprises Int’l, Corp., a
New Jersey corporation (“Onyx”) pursuant to the Business Combination Agreement (the “Business Combination Agreement”), dated September 18, 2020, by and among
Legacy, Excel Merger Sub I, Inc., Excel Merger Sub II, LLC, Onyx and Shareholder Representative Services LLC.
 
Furnished as Exhibit 99.1 hereto is a transcript of the presentation given during the Webinar, along with the question and answer period that followed. A replay of the Webinar
was first made available on October 26, 2020.
 
The information in this Item 7.01 and incorporated by reference hereto is being furnished and shall not be deemed “filed” for purposes of Section 18 of the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”), or otherwise subject to the liabilities of that section, nor shall it be deemed incorporated by reference in any filing under the
Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”), or the Exchange Act, except as expressly set forth by specific reference in such filing.
 
About Legacy Acquisition Corp.
 
Legacy raised $300 million in November 2017 and its securities are listed on the New York Stock Exchange (“NYSE”). At the time of its listing, Legacy was the only Special
Purpose Acquisition Company on the NYSE led predominantly by African American managers and sponsor investors. Legacy was formed for the purpose of effecting a merger,
capital stock exchange, asset acquisition, stock purchase, recapitalization, reorganization or similar business combination with one or more target businesses. Legacy is
sponsored by a team of proven leaders primarily comprised of former Procter & Gamble executives and is supported by a founder/shareholder group of proven operationally
based value builders. These executives have extensive experience in building brands and transforming businesses for accelerated growth. Legacy’s founders and management
expectation is that Legacy will serve as a role model for African Americans and other under-represented business leaders to achieve success not just in the executive ranks of
large Corporations, but also as entrepreneurs in the productive use of capital through mergers and acquisitions on Wall Street. For more information please visit
www.LegacyAcquisition.com.
  
Forward-Looking Statements
 
This Current Report on Form 8-K contains certain forward-looking statements. Legacy’s and Onyx’s actual results may differ from their expectations, estimates and projections
and consequently, you should not rely on these forward-looking statements as predictions of future events. Words such as “expect,” “estimate,” “project,” “budget,” “forecast,”
“anticipate,” “intend,” “propose,” “plan,” “contemplate,” “may,” “will,” “might,” “shall,” “would,” “could,” “should,” “believes,” “predicts,” “potential,” “continue,”
“positioned,” “goal,” “conditional,” “opportunities” and similar expressions are intended to identify such forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements
include, without limitation, Legacy’s estimates of its public company costs, including related insurance costs.
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These forward-looking statements involve significant risks and uncertainties that could cause the actual results to differ materially from the expected results. Most of these
factors are outside Legacy’s and Onyx’s control and are difficult to predict. Factors that may cause such differences include, but are not limited to: (1) the occurrence of any
event, change or other circumstances that could give rise to the termination of the Business Combination Agreement, (2) the outcome of any legal proceedings that may be
instituted against Legacy and other transaction parties following the announcement of the Business Combination Agreement and the transactions contemplated therein; (3) the
inability to complete the proposed Business Combination, including due to the inability to satisfy conditions to closing in the Business Combination Agreement; (4) the
occurrence of any event, change or other circumstance that could otherwise cause the Business Combination to fail to close; (5) the receipt of an unsolicited offer from another
party for an alternative business transaction that could interfere with the proposed Business Combination; (6) the inability to obtain or maintain the listing of the post-acquisition
company’s Class A common stock on the NYSE (or such other nationally recognized stock exchange on which shares of the post-acquisition company’s Class A common stock
are then listed) following the proposed Business Combination; (7) the risk that the proposed Business Combination disrupts current plans and operations as a result of the
announcement and consummation of the proposed Business Combination; (8) the ability to recognize the anticipated benefits of the proposed Business Combination, which may
be affected by, among other things, competition, the ability of the combined company to operate cohesively as a standalone group, grow and manage growth profitably and
retain its key employees; (9) costs related to the proposed Business Combination; (10) changes in applicable laws or regulations; (11) the possibility that Onyx or the combined
company may be adversely affected by other economic, business, and/or competitive factors; (12) the aggregate number of Legacy shares tendered in the tender offer by the
holders of Legacy’s Class A common stock in connection with the proposed Business Combination; (13) disruptions in the economy or business operations of Onyx or its
suppliers due to the impact of COVID-19; (14) the outcome of pending legal proceedings with certain Onyx stockholders; (15) potential adjustments to the unaudited non-
GAAP interim financial results of Onyx; and (16) other risks and uncertainties indicated from time to time in the information statement relating to the proposed Business
Combination, including those under “Risk Factors” therein, and in Legacy’s other filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”), including the Schedule TO
that was filed with the SEC in connection with the Business Combination. Legacy cautions that the foregoing list of factors is not exclusive. Legacy cautions readers not to place
undue reliance upon any forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date made. Legacy does not undertake or accept any obligation or undertaking to release
publicly any updates or revisions to any forward-looking statements to reflect any change in its expectations or any change in events, conditions or circumstances on which any
such statement is based.
 
Important Information about the Information Statement, the Consent Solicitation Statement and the Proxy Statement
 
Legacy has filed with the SEC a preliminary information statement with respect to the Business Combination for its stockholders containing the information with respect to the
Business Combination specified in Schedule 14C promulgated under the Exchange Act and describing the proposed Business Combination and the other transactions
contemplated by the Business Combination Agreement. In addition, in connection with the proposed amendments (the “Warrant Amendments”) to the Warrant Agreement
between Legacy and Continental Stock Transfer & Trust Company, dated as of November 16, 2017, Legacy has filed a preliminary consent solicitation statement with the SEC.
Additionally, in connection with another extension of the deadline by which Legacy must complete the Business Combination (the “Deadline Extension”), Legacy filed a
preliminary proxy statement with the SEC on October 14, 2020 and intends to file other relevant materials with the SEC in connection therewith, including a definitive proxy
statement on Schedule 14A. Legacy’s security holders and other interested persons are advised to read the applicable information statement, consent solicitation statement or
preliminary proxy statement and any respective amendments thereto and other relevant materials to be filed in connection with the proposed Business Combination, Warrant
Amendments and Deadline Extension, respectively, with the SEC, including, when available, a definitive information statement on Schedule 14C, a definitive consent
solicitation statement on Schedule 14A and a definitive proxy statement on Schedule 14A and the respective documents incorporated by reference therein, as these materials
contain and will contain important information about the Business Combination, Warrant Amendments and Deadline Extension, as applicable. When available, the definitive
information statement, definitive consent solicitation statement or definitive proxy statement and other relevant materials for the Business Combination, Warrant Amendments
and Deadline Extension, respectively, will be mailed to the applicable securityholders of Legacy as of September 30, 2020. Securityholders are able to obtain copies of the
preliminary information statement, the preliminary consent solicitation statement and the preliminary proxy statement, and, once available, will be able to obtain the definitive
information statement, the definitive consent solicitation statement and the definitive proxy statement and other documents filed with the SEC that will be incorporated by
reference therein, without charge, at the SEC’s web site at www.sec.gov, or by directing a request to: Legacy Acquisition Corp., 1308 Race Street, Suite 200, Cincinnati, Ohio
45202, Attention: Secretary, (513) 618-7161.
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Participants in the Solicitation
 
Legacy and its directors and executive officers may be deemed participants in the solicitation of consents from Legacy’s warrantholders with respect to the Warrant
Amendments. A list of the names of those directors and executive officers and a description of their interests in Legacy will be contained in Legacy’s definitive proxy statement
that will be filed with respect to the Warrant Amendments and are contained in the preliminary consent solicitation statement and in its annual report on Form 10-K for the fiscal
year ended December 31, 2019, which were filed with the SEC and are available free of charge at the SEC’s web site at www.sec.gov, or by directing a request to: Legacy
Acquisition Corp., 1308 Race Street, Suite 200, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202, Attention: Secretary, (513) 618-7161.
 
No Offer or Solicitation
 
This Current Report on Form 8-K shall not constitute a solicitation of a proxy, consent or authorization with respect to any securities or in respect of the proposed Business
Combination. This Current Report on Form 8-K shall also not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities, nor shall there be any sale of
securities in any states or jurisdictions in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful prior to registration or qualification under the securities laws of any such
jurisdiction. No offering of securities shall be made except by means of a prospectus meeting the requirements of section 10 of the Securities Act, or in accordance with an
exemption from registration therefrom.
 
Item 9.01 Financial Statements and Exhibits.
 
(d) Exhibits
 
Exhibit 
Number  Description
  
99.1  Transcript of webinar hosted by SPACInsider and ICR Inc., dated October 26, 2020
104  Cover Page Interactive Data File (embedded within the inline XBRL document)
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SIGNATURES

 
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, the registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned
hereunto duly authorized.
 
 LEGACY ACQUISITION CORP.
   
October 26, 2020 By: /s/ William C. Finn
 Name: William C. Finn
 Title: Chief Financial Officer
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Exhibit 99.1 
 
Onyx Enterprises International, Corp. and Legacy Acquisition Corp.
 
SPACInsider - ICR Webinar
 
October 22, 2020 – 9:00 p.m. Eastern
 
CORPORATE PARTICIPANTS
 
Kristy (phon)
 
Edwin Rigaud - Chief Executive Officer, Legacy Acquisition Corp.
 
Darryl McCall - President, Legacy Acquisition Corp.
 
Rick White - Director, Legacy Acquisition Corp.
 
Prashant Pathak - Chairman, Onyx Enterprises International, Corp.
 
Antonino Ciappina - Operating as the Chief Executive Officer, Onyx Enterprises International, Corp.
 
Kailas Agrawal - Chief Financial Officer, Onyx Enterprises International, Corp.
 
Brendon Frey - Moderator, ICR, Inc.
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[Please note that this transcript has been lightly edited for clarity.]
 
PRESENTATION
 
Kristy
Good afternoon, and thanks everyone for joining today’s investor presentation and live Q&A session with the Executive Management teams from Legacy Acquisition Corp. and
Onyx Enterprises.
 
Presenting today from Legacy will be Ed Rigaud, Chief Executive Officer of Legacy Acquisition Corp.; Darryl McCall, President, Legacy Acquisition Corp.; Rick White,
Director, Legacy Acquisition Corp.; and from the Onyx Enterprise side, we have Prashant Pathak, who’s the Chairman of Onyx; Nino Ciappina, operating as the CEO of
CARiD; and Kailas Agrawal, Chief Financial Officer of Onyx. And finally, we have Brendon Frey from ICR who will be moderating the panel.
 
To start, the teams will be giving a brief presentation overview of the intended combination which will be followed by a live Q&A session.
 
Please note that participants can submit questions directly to the panel at any time via the Q&A icon found by hovering your mouse at the bottom of your screen.
 
With that being said, I’d like to turn it over now to Ed Rigaud, who’ll begin the presentation.
 
Edwin Rigaud
Thank you, Kristy (phon).
 
When we formed the Legacy Acquisition Corp., there were 25 sponsor investors, most of whom were African American former executives from Procter & Gamble. Legacy is
among the first African American controlled New York stock exchange companies and perhaps the first SPAC ever controlled by African Americans.
 
In addition to our profit objectives, Legacy has a mission to inspire others who are underrepresented on Wall Street to engage in more inclusive capitalism. At Legacy, we are
mainly consumer product company operators, and I personally own and operate an automotive assembly company that is a market leader, supplying millions of tire and wheel
assemblies to Toyota, Hyundai and GM.
 
Onyx, or CARiD, is a more natural fit for us because it focuses on the end consumer and employs strong proprietary digital technology to meet the needs and the desires of the
car enthusiast.
 
The Legacy and CARiD team members will now introduce themselves and tell you about our compelling story. Darryl?
 
Darryl McCall
Thanks, Ed.
 
In the interest of maximizing your time to hear from Nino, I’ll keep my comments brief and (inaudible) want to address Legacy’s perception and interest in CARiD.
 
CARiD is poised to disrupt the e-commerce direct-to-customer automotive aftermarket parts industry as the best kept secret in automotive today. CARiD addresses a huge $400
billion plus market. It is winning through its secret sauce of proprietary algorithms, a massive and growing set of first party data, and targeting directly the interests of its core
customers, the DIY car enthusiast, as Ed alluded.
 
Finally, CARiD is outpacing its closest public comparable, Carparts.com, and as you’ll hear next from Rick, it is made at a significant discount to Carparts.com and virtually all
other e-commerce comparables. Rick?
 

Onyx Enterprises International, Corp. and Legacy Acquisition Corp.
October 22, 2020 – 9:00 p.m. Eastern
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Rick White
Thank you, Darryl.
 
Let’s move on to the slide showing the deal summary and valuation piece. Let me summarize what our deal structure looks like.
 
The transaction is primarily a stock deal with Legacy expected to issue approximately 25.9 million shares to the Onyx shareholders. Onyx shareholders will be the substantial
majority shareholders post closing, and only a portion of the pro forma cash shown in this Sources and Uses will be used in the transaction. The company is not expected to have
any debt at closing and is expected to continue to be cash flow positive.
 
We’ve reached agreements with our warrant holders to eliminate all the warrants that Legacy has outstanding since its IPO through an exchange of cash and some new shares.
And Legacy’s founders and sponsors have agreed, in order to get this deal done, to forfeit approximately 40% of our promote, including all of our warrants, and we will forfeit
more to the extent there are a certain level of redemptions.
 
On the valuation side, the combined impact of the transactions I’ve just discussed, will result in a pro forma enterprise value of $331 million. That is approximately 0.7 times
2021’s estimated revenue, and approximately 16.9 times estimated 2021 EBITDA. Again, this is a very substantial discount to the company’s closest public comparable, not
necessarily its closest business competitor, and a very, very big discount to the publicly traded category dominant digital consumer companies.
 
Thank you. Now, let me turn it over to Prashant.
 
Prashant Pathak
Thank you, Rick.
 
We can go to Slide 13 as a placeholder.
 
I’m quite happy to be here. I chair the Board of Onyx. And I think from a Chair and ownership perspective, there are really just three messages which I want to set up for Nino
and Kailas to walk you all through.
 
The first one is, we see Onyx CARiD as a very compelling digital commerce, technology and data platform.
 
Second thing is, the technology and data platform has been built with proprietary knowledge and industry expertise, so it is fundamentally different than off-the-shelf
technology stack.
 
And the third is really the platform is giving the company economic leverage and what we call a flywheel effect in the sense that the growth of the beta platform, which today
has more than 14 billion data points, is allowing the company to build more daylight (phon) between itself and its competitors in regards to the customer experience, return
rates, addition of new catalogs.
 
Why don’t I pass it on to Nino and Kailas Agrawal who can walk you through how this technology, data and content platform provides us the differentiated economic benefits.
 

Onyx Enterprises International, Corp. and Legacy Acquisition Corp.
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Antonino Ciappina
Thank you, Prashant, and good afternoon, everyone. Thank you for joining us today.
 
I do want to stress one thing before we jump in, and I’ll move quickly through the slides is, we are fundamentally very different than a traditional e-commerce business. As you
will see, we have our own custom technology, our proprietary data set, and we have a capital efficient business model, which, combined, those three items make us very unique,
very different and well set up to be successful going into the future.
 
With that said, let me jump quickly to Slide 14 and illustrate the size of the market, how we see it today.
 
So, here on the left-hand side, we operate primarily—or historically, we have operated in the specialty equipment market, which is estimated to be about $46 billion in 2019.
The broader market in the automotive parts industry is estimated to be about $400 billion. We have a number of initiatives already underway to get after that bigger part of the
market, which we’ll get into. And then just on the right-hand side, from an overall industry growth online perspective, you can see year-over-year the e-commerce auto parts
industry is expected to grow 30%. Over the next three years, you can see the CAGR’s estimated to be about 11%.
 
Jumping to Slide 15. The point here is really just a double-click of the previous slide. So the $46 billion that we have historically focused on as an organization is everything
you see in the red dotted line area of the screen. This includes accessories, wheels, tires, and other performance products. The blue region, which is the broader part of the
market, this is primarily comprised of repair parts, collision parts and other original equipment parts. These are all product lines we have been aggressively entering over the last
12 months.
 
And on the right-hand side, you can see these other industry parts verticals, including motorcycle, boating and more. These are all natural extensions of our business based on
who our core consumer is today, which is primarily a male, blue collar worker, owns typically two or more vehicles, and in many, many cases owns another vehicle, such as a
motorcycle, a jet ski or an ATV or something else.
 
So we see these seven other verticals as a natural extension to our core consumer and as a large complement to our overall business.
 
Jumping quickly to Slide 16. So what is very unique about our business is the solution we have developed using technology and data around fitment. Fitment, as many of you
may know, is the complexity—or I’m sorry, the compatibility of parts to very specific year, make, model vehicles, and that complexity is unique to our business, which unlike
other product industries, such as books, for example, which are available in hardcover and softcover, our business has multiple dimensions - year, make, model, engine size,
trim size, two door versus four door - and many, many other dimensions. This is something we recognized very early on and there were limitations in the marketplace when it
came to e-commerce platforms such as Shopify or Magenta, which have not been developed for a multi-dimensional industry like ours.
 

Onyx Enterprises International, Corp. and Legacy Acquisition Corp.
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We also realized very early on as an organization that the data available in our industry, the product data, was subpar at best. So we set out as an organization to build our own
proprietary e-commerce front-end and back-end technology platform, which is unique to us, as well as our own product data, which is unique to us and gives us many
advantages, as you’ll see.
 
Let’s touch quickly on Slide 17, what are some of those unique things that the technology and data have enabled us to do? Well, for one, it has enabled us to grow our selection
very quickly and expand it to categories and add new brands very quickly. Today, we have 1,000-plus product lines available in the platform. We have nearly 5,000 brands.
Combined, this equates to 17 million SKUs on the platform today. We’ll compare how that looks to one of our competitors coming up. In addition, we have a unique fulfillment
model where we partner with a network of warehouse distributors and other suppliers. Those 800-plus partners represent 2,500-plus shipping locations across the U.S. This
allows us to offer our consumers a wide selection and also get them the right part very quickly from our network of partners.
 
Let me keep moving because there is a lot to cover.
 
The only thing I’ll touch on on this slide, these are a number of impressive KPIs but the thing to know most is the average 5% return rate. This is really an outcome of the great
technology combined with the great data that we’ve be able to deliver to the consumer. When you compare this with the industry average, which is north of 20% return rate, you
can see really how impressive that is.
 
Jumping to Slide 19. This is just a side-by-side comparison of Carparts.com and our business. A couple of quick things. As you can see, the gross margin rate in our business is
approximately 21% at the end of the first half of this year. You compare that to Carparts.com, they reported a gross margin rate of 34%. However, what’s not reflected in that
34% is we believe—we’re estimating there’s approximately 9% of fulfillment cost based on distribution centers, inventory and other associated costs that need to be factored
into their gross margin rate. That’s what we expect.
 
We don’t house any of our own inventory. As I mentioned, we work with a network of partners which requires us not to invest in any inventory upfront compared to
Carparts.com, which at the end of June they had $65 million invested in inventory. We also rely on third party marketplaces, such as eBay and Amazon, for less than 10% of
our sales, compared to Carparts.com, which relies on those same marketplaces for more than one third of their sales.
 
Our average order value is more than 2.5 times that of Carparts.com. And as you can see on the bottom far right, the thing I like to point out here is we are growing much faster
in terms of Adjusted EBITDA growth compared to Carparts.com.
 
Quickly here on what makes us unique and gives us a real competitive advantage. It is our unique technology platform, which we’ve invested the equivalent of US$100 million
over the last decade on. That is not easy to replicate. We also have our own, company-owned proprietary data set with nearly 14 billion data points. As you can imagine, that
gives us tremendous leverage and opportunities to do things that many of our competitors simply can not do. In addition, if you can see all the functions here on the bottom half,
everything from data cataloging to digital marketing to content development, these are all functions managed in-house or through in-house teams. Given the nuances of this
industry and our business, this is a very important competitive advantage that we have and we’ve built internally.
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At a very high level, this is our capital efficient model. As I said, 800 partners today, nearly 2,500 shipping locations. So we don’t have to invest capital into inventory. Because
we sell directly to consumers we collect payments upfront and then we have very attractive accounts payable terms, which just gives us plenty of cash on our balance sheet to
fund other initiatives and continued funding of strategic initiatives as well.
 
I’m going to jump past 22 since we’re going to double click on this later.
 
Here is the Management team. You have myself. On the phone is our CFO, Kailas Agrawal, who you’ll hear from. Ajay Roy, our Chief Operating Officer, is also on the line.
Then Mark Atwater. He is an industry veteran of the auto parts and accessories business with more than 40 years of experience. Combined, we have the right experience and the
right team in place to really take the company to the next level.
 
I’m going to jump over this, but just quickly we are based in New Jersey. We have resources and other functions based in Europe, primarily in Ukraine. We also operate cost
centers in Costa Rica and the Philippines.
 
Let me jump directly into our four-pronged growth strategy, starting with product cultivation. From a product cultivation perspective, we see two part—a few different parts.
First is continuing to onboard the right new brands as quickly as possible. As I mentioned, we already have nearly 5,000 brands on the platform today. That is very large
compared to our competitors. We also have an opportunity to continue developing our existing brands. Private label is a small piece of our business today. These are just some
of the private label brands we own and operate. We do have plans to gradually grow private label but it is not a core initiative, but we do see value in gradually growing it.
 
And then developing these seven other new verticals, so, boating, motorcycle, power sports and more. These are all only two years young. We see great momentum and
significant growth already. We know that as we continue building out the product catalog there is a tremendous upside still in those seven other verticals.
 
From a pricing and shipping optimization strategy, this is something we have been working on all year. We’re seeing encouraging signs from the price elasticity test we’ve
already run. We are now working on plans to scale those initiatives across not just product pricing but also shipping pricing improvements.
 
Next, we get into geographic expansion. Canada is the first market we are looking at expanding into. We are having strategic conversations with a number of our domestic
partners who already have operations in Canada. Those conversations are very much underway and we are in the planning phase. We believe Canada will set the stage and the
playbook for really how we expand internationally going forward after Canada.
 
And last but not least is our marketing. We have deep expertise in search engine marketing and search engine optimization. We want to maintain that expertise and dominance.
But this year we also started expanding and diversifying our marketing mix to include social media marketing, television advertising, email marketing, and we are currently
working on plans to put in place a loyalty program that stretches across CARiD.com, as well as the seven other verticals. We believe these strategies together will bring us a
new wave of consumers that have not heard of us previously, and it will also help us increase purchase frequency and overall customer lifetime value.
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Now let me jump quickly into financial overview. Before I transition the presentation to our CFO, Kailas Agrawal, I do want to cover a couple of strategic initiatives here.
 
First and foremost, one of the new initiatives we launched over the last couple of years is a wheel and tire assembly program. That wheel and tire assembly program allows
consumers to come to CARiD.com, purchase wheels and tires. We ship those products to one of our two locations in California and Florida. We mount and balance the tires on
the wheels, then we ship those finished goods to the consumer so they can easily mount them on their vehicle.
 
The second initiative we have underway to appeal to the do-it-for-me consumer segment is our new tire installation initiative. We partnered with a U.S. network partner who
operates close to 9,000 locations in the U.S. of tire installation centers. As part of the data (phon), we’ve partnered with approximately 900 of those locations. So now
consumers can come to CARiD.com, purchase tires, find a local installer, schedule an appointment with that local installer, we ship those tires to the installer, consumer shows
up, has them installed and leaves. We are finishing up some last remaining items on that integration and on that data. In 2021 we will begin activating the remaining several
thousand locations with that partner.
 
So we believe those online to offline strategies, combined with our focus on expanding into these other automotive product lines, including collision and repair parts, will really
fuel growth in the coming 12 to 24 months.
 
So with that said, let me transition the presentation to our CFO, Kailas Agrawal.
 
Hi, Kailas. You’re on mute.
 
Kailas Agrawal
Sorry about that. Hello everyone. Thanks. Thanks Nino.
 
On Slide 32, as you’ll see here, in nine months from $218 million to $308 million renewal (phon) rate. Mainly here are three levers played into play. One, of course, is the
COVID jump, where we saw a jump in the conversion ratio. Along with that, the new verticals had a good play here where we launched two years back and we are seeing a lot
of growth in the new verticals, as well as in the repair section where our presence (phon) was low and we have been focusing on the repair section. Nino already explained to
you on the marketplaces where dependents (phon) is only 9%, and that we view as an incremental (phon) opportunity as (inaudible) on the marketplaces. Next slide, please?
 
On the next Slide 33, we are expanding the gross margin cost (phon) and the Adjusted EBITDA cost. On the gross margin cost, as you’ll see in 2020 we are at 21.5%. We are
projecting 1.1% increase in the gross margin basically coming up from the volume discretions (phon) with the vendor, as well as optimization of the shipping cost and
optimization of the selling prices. Currently, in many cases, we are pricing based on the cost plus (phon) exercise and we are testing the market on a complete new pricing and
we do see incremental opportunity here. This 1.1% increase in the gross margin will (inaudible) fall down to EBITDA, which will rise from 3.4% to 1.1%, and the raise will
come from the scale, operating scale of what we’ll enjoy because our fixed cost will not rise in the same proportion as our revenue will rise. Next slide?
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On Slide 34, we have the quarterly revenues. You can see we’ve got a good growth because of the COVID and the conversion is shown in quarter two. Quarter three we
continued with that growth. In quarter four we are expecting $93 million of the revenue. I already explained to you the three key levers, which are listed on the top of this page,
which contributed to the growth.
 
On the next slide, Slide 35, this is the beauty of our capitalization model. We are close to $450 million of the revenue run rate, and over that $450 million of the revenue run rate
is supported by a accounts receivable of just $2 million, which is an amount due from the merchant processors, and the inventory of $5.4 million out of which $4.8 million is
the actual growth in transit, which have been shipped by a vendor to our customers. So physical (phon) inventory is less than a million dollars supporting $450 million of the
revenue run rate.
 
The current liabilities include two key components. One is accounts payable, where our account on the terms with the vendors are 15 days to 60 days depending upon the
multiple vendors, and we enjoy good (inaudible) there. The second is the customer deposits where we already filled the order and the money and goods are yet to be shipped or
yet to be delivered to the customer. This negative (phon) working capital model has contributed to $35 million in the first six months which took our cash from $13 million to
$45 million. Next slide.
 
Over to Nino.
 
Antonino Ciappina
Yes. Thank you, Kailas, and thank you everyone for listening to our presentation.
 
At this time, I’ll turn it over to our host to field any questions anyone may have.
 
Brendon Frey
Thanks, Nino. As Kristy said at the start of the presentation, feel free to submit questions using the Q&A function at the bottom of your screen and I’ll pose those to
Management as they come in.
 
Maybe just to get started, thanks for the overview on the company. Nino, maybe what would you say are the top two, three aspects of your business model that differentiate
CARiD from the other online players in the automotive aftermarket space? Maybe you can address it from the consumer experience and then either you or Kailas could maybe
address it in terms of the financial profile.
 
Antonino Ciappina
Yes. Thank you, Brendon. The top three things that really make us unique are the proprietary technology that we’ve built as a business; the comprehensive data we operate on
the back-end, which we utilize in different areas of the business; and of course, the capital efficient inventory-free model which allows us to offer a wide selection of items in
the automobile space to consumers.
 
Brendon Frey
Kailas, I don’t know if you had anything there just on the financial profile of the business versus your competitors given your business model versus the other players in the
space.
 
Kailas Agrawal
Sure. From the business profile, from the financial profile angle, as we explained in the presentation is a (inaudible) working capital model, where I don’t need the working
capital to finance (inaudible) or to finance the inventory and we can grow the business multiple. The inventory-free model really removes the shackles from our growth because
that’s the reason we have 17 million SKUs and that’s a reason we could add the new verticals without adding the inventory anywhere. And as the (inaudible) move further on
the car side, electronic cash, etc., etc., so in times to come the inventory will become a burden on the balance sheet or on the business and as we move because we are more
(inaudible) and inventory-free model, we don’t have the risk of carrying the inventory at all and we have enough room for the expansion.
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Brendon Frey
Great. Thanks. One from audience. As a drop ship company, what is your thoughts on not being able to compete with Amazon’s faster fulfillment ability? In addition, are you
dependent on your suppliers’ ability to fulfill?
 
Antonino Ciappina
Look, we work with so many different warehouse distributors and suppliers in the industry that based on the exercise we’ve done internally we offer a significantly wider
selection of goods to consumers than Amazon currently offers to consumers. We also have a unique experience tailored for the auto parts industry and for the consumer looking
for parts.
 
So, we’re doing a good job. We’ve done a great job. We’re continuing to work and improve that experience for the consumer. So I think we’re positioned very well to compete
with other online and offline retailers in the space.
 
Brendon Frey
Maybe just along those same lines, I think you said the average delivery time is three to five days. Are there opportunities to reduce that and what might they be?
 
Antonino Ciappina
Yes. Orders are delivered within three to five days to consumers most often, and there are opportunities. Just within our existing partnered network they today operate 2,500-
plus shipping locations. Today, we already know there are shipping locations which we’re working to activate right now. So those 2,500 locations will continue to grow in the
coming months and years. As we continue to grow that network, that will allow us to get more intelligent about where we fulfill goods from based on a consumer’s proximity to
a location.
 
So even though today orders are delivered within three to five days, we see opportunities to improve that. The second thing I would point out, Brendon and team, is we very
much today operate in the ‘want’ segment of the auto parts and accessories industry. Meaning, the goods that consumers are purchasing from us today are accessories, whereas
they don’t have a vehicle that has broken down and they’re waiting to get an engine part from us. So this ‘need to get’ items within 24 hours doesn’t currently exist. We know
there’s an opportunity there and we’re working towards that opportunity, but right now we’re well-positioned to serve our core consumer.
 
Brendon Frey
Right. Nino, and I think this probably is more addressable to Rick. Will the acquisitions still close if all remaining 6.2 million Class A shares choose to redeem in the tender
offer?
 
Rick White
Good question. We hope that doesn’t happen, but to the extent that there are a substantial amount of redemptions the ability to close would be somewhat dependent on the stock
exchange, or any other exchange for that matter, that would allow us to continue to be listed without meeting their requirements for shares outstanding or the number of
shareholders.
 
Brendon Frey
Nino, you mentioned growth was because of COVID. Once COVID is over, will growth stop?
 
Antonino Ciappina
Brendon, no I didn’t say growth was from COVID. COVID certainly created some momentum in the second quarter of this year, which we were well prepared to capitalize on
and we did. That momentum has tailed off fairly significantly over the last two quarters. So we see a lot of the growth we’re experiencing now as the results of a lot of the work
and other initiatives we’ve put in place.
 
Brendon Frey
Great. Can you maybe help us size up the international opportunity and timing for entering new geographies? It sounds like Canada might be in the playbook here in the near
future.
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Antonino Ciappina
Yes, it is. Canada is the first international market we are looking to. We are in the planning process today. Conversations are happening with our current vendor network to
understand which of them operate also in Canada. We are also taking strides around getting in place the right business structure and registration requirements to operate in
Canada. We believe within the next 12 to 18 months we will have finished this planning, this strategic planning phase for Canada.
 
Brendon Frey
Great. What is CARiD’s conversion rate and how does that compare versus the industry average?
 
Antonino Ciappina
As part of the information that we disclosed, we have not disclosed conversion rates. Our conversion rate is—I’ll leave it at that. We haven’t disclosed it, but we have a
significant amount of traffic that comes to the platform which is disclosed in the presentation. When you compare our traffic to many other competitors, you can just see how
impressive those traffic statistics are. But conversion rate is something we keep close to the chest and we continue to work on improving.
 
Brendon Frey
Great. Can I just ask—maybe just kick down the presentation as I’m sharing your screen, I guess, so it’s a clear background for everybody.
 
Antonino Ciappina
Sure.
 
Brendon Frey
Here we go. Are there any plans on turning the technology you’ve created into a product?
 
Antonino Ciappina
Very interesting question. That has been discussed once or twice in the past. As of right now, no. We are firmly focused on continuing to build our digital commerce business
first and foremost, and specifically within the automotive parts and accessories industry.
 
Brendon Frey
All right. What prevents the major brick-and-mortar players in the automotive aftermarket space from replicating what you’ve done to accelerate their online penetration?
 
Antonino Ciappina
Well, for one, they certainly aren’t motivated—well, we believe, I should say. We believe they certainly aren’t motivated as we are to win online. Many of the big incumbents
they operate 5,000-plus locations for many of them, for a couple of bigger ones. Their incentive to bring their business online, while I’m sure they’re motivated to do that, is
certainly not enough to prioritize over their existing 5,000-plus storage fleet business, where my guess is 90%, if not more of their business, currently takes place.
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In addition, creating a technology platform the way we have over the last decade is not easy. Our company have worked incredibly hard to build that technology infrastructure,
and as I mentioned in the presentation, it is not something easily replicatable or easy to go out and license from another third party e-commerce solution provider.
 
So we believe we have an edge, especially if we look at the next decade of commerce.
 
Brendon Frey
Great. And maybe talk about your current total addressable market. You talked about the $46 billion side of the industry. Where are you heavily concentrated in that TAM, and
then maybe plans for unlocking the opportunities within the broader $400 billion side of the industry?
 
Antonino Ciappina
Yes. So great question, Brendon, and audience. So, as I said, we operate—we have historically operated in the accessories—well the specialty equipment aftermarket business -
so accessories, wheels, tires, performance products. In those core product lines, we cover approximately 95% of the available SKUs in the marketplace on our platform. The
broader area of the market primarily consists of repair, collision and other original equipment parts. Over the last 12 months we’ve made significant strides in expanding into
those product lines. We are continuing to keep our heads down and working to expand quickly into those other product lines and adding new brands, new suppliers, new
warehouse distributors. We believe in the coming years we will have greater coverage in those product lines in that part of the industry and we should see some significant
opportunities there once we do that.
 
Brendon Frey
Great. And maybe just I’ve got a question back on the international side. Expansion into Canada and other markets, will that be organic or will that potentially be through
acquisition?
 
Antonino Ciappina
The current plans call for organic expansion into those markets. As opportunities arise, myself, the Management team and the Board will review all opportunities and see what
makes sense. But currently the plans are for organic expansion into those markets.
 
Brendon Frey
Great. And then maybe one for Ed came in from the audience. How many companies did Legacy evaluate before you decided on Onyx, and from your thoughts why Onyx?
 
Edwin Rigaud
Yes. Well over 300. And we chose Onyx primarily because of the interface with the consumer. So we are consumer goods operators and we know that very, very well. We also
have some younger folks on our team who understand e-commerce and digital marketing, and so they’re anxious to roll up their sleeves and support Nino and his team and their
efforts to grow the business.
 
Brendon Frey
Great. Thank you for that. What are your thoughts on the transition from gas to electric vehicles and how could that impact CARiD’s core offering going forward and your
business longer term?
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Antonino Ciappina
Great question, Brendon. And we see that as a very valuable opportunity and we are well-positioned for that. As I mentioned, as a business, we have historically focused on the
aftermarket area of the industry - so accessories, wheels, tires, and performance products. That’s not going to change. As vehicles become from gas to electric, the desire by
consumers to accessorize their vehicle will remain, and based on our expertise and our wide selection already, combined with our user experience, we believe we are best
positioned to succeed with the electric vehicle opportunity.
 
Brendon Frey
Great. Maybe just back to just COVID and its impact on the business this year. Have you seen a large increase in first time buyers as COVID shifted a lot of people online as
stores were closed?
 
Antonino Ciappina
Yes, absolutely. COVID has increased overall orders and customers substantially compared to last year. Business had been very good because of that, especially combined with
the other initiatives that we have developed and are underway currently.
 
Brendon Frey
And then maybe talk a little bit about repeat purchases. I know you commented that that’s a big piece of your business. How would you characterize repeat purchases on a
historical basis?
 
Antonino Ciappina
So, in 2019, 20% of the consumers who shopped at CARiD.com were repeat consumers, and that 20% represented over one third of the revenue in 2019. And we love that KPI.
That really speaks to how superior the experience we’ve developed as a platform and overall shopping experience really is, and what that tells us is consumers are finding us,
having a superior experience with us, finding the right part, getting it to them quickly, and they are organically thinking of us next time they have to make an auto parts or
accessories purchase and they’re coming back to us.
 
So we believe that is something that really positions us well and gives us momentum from the influx of customer acquisition we experienced this year from COVID-19.
 
Brendon Frey
You touched on it a little bit in the presentation and the marketing discussion, but maybe go into a little bit more detail on your plans to acquiring new consumers, especially as
maybe we get past COVID, people will shift back to more brick-and-mortar. But how do you kind of keep that momentum in terms of new customer acquisition?
 
Antonino Ciappina
Marketing will be a huge piece of that. So today, we have built deeper expertise in search engine marketing and optimization, but as you saw in the presentation, we are
investing aggressively in social media marketing, television advertising, email marketing, and other channels as well. You combine that with our expansion into other product
lines, we are really well-positioned to kind of give consumers a reason to come back and shop with us going into 2021 and beyond.
 
Brendon Frey
Great. I’ve got another question on Amazon. If Amazon has a product in stock versus CARiD, what compels a customer order from CARiD versus Amazon which has
significantly faster fulfillment?
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Antonino Ciappina
Well, great question, and a variety of things. User experience, content, those are all things that make the shopping experience unique to us. But what also makes us really
attractive to consumers is the confidence we’re able to give them when purchasing a part.
 
So, as I mentioned, our industry’s very unique because it is complicated to purchase given the fitment component, right? Consumers, the question consumers often have on their
minds when shopping for car parts and accessories is, will it fit? How do I know it’s going to fit my exact vehicle and model? What we’ve done is we’ve given all the
education, all the materials, all the documentation available to the consumer on the shopping experience. We also offer incredible customer support. So if a consumer can
contact our customer support department, speak to someone who specializes in tires or any of the other products they might be looking for, and really help the consumer
understand that they are purchasing the right item for their specific vehicle. That is something that the “everything store” can’t really offer the consumer, and that is how we
expect to win and that is how we’re winning today.
 
Brendon Frey
Great. Kailas, maybe one for you. I believe this information is in some of the filings and not in the deck. But could you just talk to 2018 revenue and margin levels?
 
Kailas Agrawal
Sure. Two thousand and eighteen, you are talking about?
 
Brendon Frey
Correct, yes.
 
Kailas Agrawal
In 2017 we grew 30%. Two thousand and eighteen our growth for the three quarters has been around 20%, and in the last quarter of 2018 our growth got slowed down because
of the new judgment which came up on Wayfair versus South Dakota, and (inaudible) the sales tax and the levy of the sales tax growth rate becomes slow because we passed on
all the sales tax to the customers and our prices for the customers became increased and due to the uncompetitiveness of the pricing or growth rate fell down.
 
Brendon Frey
And do you have at your fingertips what gross margins and EBITDA margins were for 2018?
 
Kailas Agrawal
I don’t have immediately in front of mind but we did not take a hit on the gross margin because whatever is shipped happened in sales tax we 100% passed on to the customer
and our gross margins were maintained. If we would have taken the hit to the gross margin maybe our growth rate would have been higher, but we chose not to take the hit on
the gross margin and maintain the prices—or maintain the margins at our level.
 
Brendon Frey
Got you. Thank you. I think everyone’s probably very familiar with who your competitors are in the do-it-yourself segment and industry, but maybe speak a little bit on the ‘do-
it-for-me.’ Who are some of your bigger competitors, or who are some of the major players in that side of the industry?
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Antonino Ciappina
Yes, great question, Brendon and Team. It varies by industry. I mean, there are players, such as TireWrap (phon) and Simple Tire on the tire side, and then there are the
competitors, even like Amazon, who offer installation and other services. It really depends. We know that’s an important opportunity for us to continue winning into the future.
And as I shared with you we’ve got a couple of initiatives already underway to get after the do-it-for-me consumer. I think we already have a lead over many of our competitors
who are not offering some of those same services and we’re having a number of strategic conversations for similar online to offline opportunities as we look at other product
lines and other categories. And that is really, I believe, what will distinguish the winners from the losers in the future is the organizations who can figure out digital and offer a
unique and superior shopping experience the way we’ve done, but also the organizations who can figure out online to offline quickly and efficiently for the consumer as well.
And we’re making in all those directions.
 
Brendon Frey
What are the margins like in the do-it-yourself compared to the do-it-for-me, or does it really just depend on the category within those sides of the market?
 
Antonino Ciappina
Look, within the core product lines we operate today you can see where our product, where our gross margins are. Right? We’re looking at about approximately 20% gross
margins in the industry. Other product lines offer different gross margins but it varies depending on the product line.
 
Brendon Frey
Got you. Okay. Maybe shifting gears a little bit, obviously, you’re a technology company at your core, how are you using technology to enhance the customer service
experience?
 
Antonino Ciappina
Yes, great question. One of the things we’re looking at right now, and this is being handled in customer service, the ability to allow customers to text any questions and get
answers from our agents via text messaging. That’s something we’re looking at right now. We also know that based on the comprehensive data set we have available to us that
chat box is a unique opportunity for us to explore in the future. We believe that is another application of the data which will become valuable for the organization.
 
Brendon Frey
Great. Kailas, you touched on it, or Nino touched it briefly in the presentation, but maybe just talk about what is included in CARiD’s cost of goods sold or gross margins, and
how that compares to some of your other competitors. And then specifically for CARiD, what leverage do you have for expanding gross margins going forward?
 
Antonino Ciappina
Kailas, if you don’t mind, let me take this one.
 
Kailas Agrawal
Sure.
 
Antonino Ciappina
Brendon, great question. So within our gross margins today, there’s really only two components - it’s product cost and shipping cost. So, when you factor those out or after
those two costs, that’s how we get to our gross margins of approximately 20%, 21%. The leverage we’re looking at to expand gross margin we covered in the presentation,
which I realize we went through very quickly, but it includes pricing and shipping optimization, which we know is a very big opportunity based on the handful of tests we’ve
run so far this year. We know that as our business volume continues to grow with many of our key suppliers and partners, we’ll have an opportunity to work more closely with
them to improve overall pricing on goods.
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And then as I said before but I want to stress is, shipping optimization. Shipping, every digital commerce business is working and looking for opportunities to optimize shipping
costs. We are doing the same thing. Myself and other members of the management team are looking at a number of partnerships and strategic relationships to help us improve
that as well.
 
Brendon Frey
Great. Thank you. Rick, another one for you. You already touched on the redemption side, but could you just walk through the remaining steps to closing the transaction?
 
Rick White
The biggest step to close the transaction is to mail to our shareholders and conduct the final tender offer and have all the other agreements come into place, and that will be
dependent on clearing the SEC process. The documents previously sent to shareholders, have all the other conditions to close which both Legacy and the company have to
complete. I can’t go through all of those on this call, but right now the big timing factor for us will be the SEC clearance, which we’re in process of attempting to get.
 
Brendon Frey
Great. Thank you. Another one from the audience. Would CARiD ever consider an inventory model similar to Carparts.com?
 
Antonino Ciappina
Great question. It depends. There are some product lines which we have looked at and we have thought about or we are actively actually looking and doing a comparison to
understand what advantages could it offer us in very specific product lines. But from an overall business operation, no. We believe our business model with our virtual
inventory, capital efficient business model wins long term. But again, there are always exceptions and on a case-by-case and category-by-category basis, which we will certainly
explore and investigate as needed.
 
Brendon Frey
Great. Again, if you have a question, feel free to chat me at the bottom, or using the Q&A function. Let’s see if we’ve got any more coming up.
 
What percentage of your business today comes from your other industry verticals - so, not CARiD.com but MOTORCYLEiD and BOATiD.com?
 
Antonino Ciappina
Another great question. So they are two years young, those other seven verticals, and today they represent approximately 10% of our overall sales.
 
Brendon Frey
And similar to CARiD, what are the plans to grow that business going forward? Is it just adding more vendor partners, more SKUs to the website?
 
Antonino Ciappina
Yes. First and foremost, we have a lot of work to still do to continue building out the product catalog. So similarly to how we’ve done with CARiD over the last several years,
where we have 95% coverage on those core product lines, that is the work that we are concentrating on in those seven other verticals.
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Brendon Frey
Great. Kailas, one for you. What is cap ex in a typical year and what do you expect that to be going forward?
 
Kailas Agrawal
Our cap ex? So in a typical year it’s around $7 million, which is given in the proxy documents in cash flows. It should remain at a similar level or a small increase and not grow
exponentially further. We have a team of around 600 people in Ukraine who works on all the cap ex projects and this in-house team will continue to work on building the model
further or refining the model further.
 
Brendon Frey
Are there any other significant investments, either in people, systems that need to be made just to prepare the company or make the company and put the company in a better
position to be a public company?
 
Antonino Ciappina
Yes, great question, Brendon. Yes, there are. We know there are reporting requirements for being a public company, which we are working very closely on with our team and
our auditors to make sure we are well prepared to handle that. And even from an operational perspective, we know there are a handful of key positions we are looking at filling.
One of them includes a pricing and promotions manager which I alluded to a little bit in the presentation. But given the broad assortment we have today we know there’s a very
big opportunity to optimize pricing, optimize shipping. So that is one example of the sort of role—sort of roles we are looking to—we will be looking to fill later this year and
into 2021.
 
Brendon Frey
Great. And you touched on this a bit and maybe the audience is looking for you to expand on it, but the question is, is CARiD looking at partnering with traditional retail in the
automotive space who are not competitors; example, tire retailers or acquire new customers? So I think you have a test going there but maybe expand on that a bit and maybe
there’s other opportunities similar to that example.
 
Antonino Ciappina
Yes. The tire installation partnership we have is a great example of that. The partner we’re working with operates approximately 9,000 locations across the U.S. We have a great
relationship there. It is still in the beta but we know there are other—even though 9,000 sounds like a big number, and it is, we know there are other partners out there who also
offer us an opportunity to offer to consumers even more locations across the U.S.
 
So that is definitely something we’re continuing to explore. As we get into some of these other product lines, such as repair, original equipment and other collision parts, there
might be opportunities there for us as well with local businesses but is something we haven’t gone too far to. But we are still staying focused on expanding those product lines,
getting those brands onto the platform and making them available to consumers first and foremost.
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Brendon Frey
Great. And you touched on private label. I know it’s a small piece of your business. Is that concentrated more on category or is that more opportunistic where you see maybe a
lack of product, a lack of brands in a specific spot that you’re trying to serve the customer in?
 
Antonino Ciappina
Yes. Great question. Our private label brands today span lighting, accessories, interior and exterior. The approach we’re taking with private label is very specific. And I’ll give
you two examples. Example one is, when we as an organization identify products, or subcategories, I should say, where we don’t—where we are currently not offering the
consumer enough options to compare when they’re shopping with CARiD.com. So, as part of our core focus on customer experience, we want to be able to ensure that when a
consumer comes looking for anything on CARiD.com that we can show them at least a handful of different items in terms of price and/or features. So in cases where we don’t
have a really good set of options for the consumer, we are looking to say, “Is this something we can go work with an international manufacturer to supplement the existing
supply and options on the marketplace?”
 
The second scenario where we will look at private label is when our current vendors and the margins we’re currently getting are not sufficient for us to be competitive. Right?
So after we factor in things such as shipping and other cost, is there still enough room for us to be profitable as a business and operate? In the unique cases where that is not an
option, that may be another scenario where we look at private label manufacturing to supplement that specific good and/or subcategory of goods.
 
Brendon Frey
Got you. Do you have a sense of how much of the product you sell through your website is sourced outside the U.S., i.e., Asia, and are you concerned about any supply
constraints?
 
Antonino Ciappina
I don’t have that with me on hand today.
 
Brendon Frey
Okay. All right. Again, if you have a question—I know we’re coming up on top of the hour. One last call for questions. I’ll give it a second, and if not, I’ll turn it back to
management for closing remarks. I’ll give it a second here to see if we get any last questions.
 
I’m not seeing any, so I will turn it back to Nino. You can decide who gives the closing remarks, but I appreciate the time here today. Thank you.
 
Antonino Ciappina
Thank you, Brendon, and thank you everyone for dialing in and listening. I encourage everyone to visit CARiD.com if haven’t already. You can experience the difference for
yourselves and we hope you bought something.
 
Thank you so much for listening.
 
Kailas Agrawal
Thank you everyone.
 
Antonino Ciappina
Bye. Good afternoon.
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